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Mystically in Season for Leo
0-17 Degrees: You are in a phase of rebirth. With passion and impulse high, it’s your year to really
turn on the inner drive of creative spirit. Harness your spark and try any and all of the outrageous
agendas pushing up and out of you. It’s likely that there will be a lot of failure, a little bit of beginner’s
luck, but always a strong resilience to see you through.
Tap into the pliable and supple energy that you have right now. It’s a rare thing to feel. Its desire on a
scale that comes only a few times in our lives. Even though the things you initiate right now may not
be what finds traction in more mature phases to come, this is a time when you are laying out the
direction and passion of the next 18 years to come.
17.3-30 Degrees: You’ve been through the passion phase of beginnings. You’ve been impulsive,
charged head first into this and that. Maybe found a little success, but likely by now you are slowing
down to mold and adore a more specific trajectory. As you do this, things you’ve initiated may
become unrecognizable, but in the most delicious of ways. Take your time. No rush. The slower the
better in this phase as the senses need time to add each of their needs for form and function, to the
thing in your life that you are savoring. Find a new voice because of what you are shaping. Deepen a
confidence and sensuality in your life.
Assert. Mold. Own.
June 21 – July 21
This season your sign is going through a time of needing to find a guiding light, a philosophy to help
you believe, and a pushing/pulling on your perspectives. Share your thoughts and experiences with
those who are newly stepping into their own fresh beginnings. You’ve gained some battle wounds that
have taught you valuable lessons, and those lessons can be passed on to others who are about to
spark with new life. Do you know any Cancer sun’s? You’ve been where they are. Give them a light
to focus on without trying to help them skip the cycle they must go through. Find new vision for
your own fresh efforts. See things in bigger and more optimistic ways by pushing yourself to move
out of any comfort zones.
Watch July 4th-5th for the heart of this phase for you.

Oracle Draw for Leo: Gratitude
This word is the key for opening doors of opportunity in your life right now. You shine with brightness
and clarity in the phase you are in so don’t waste this with any regrets, negativity, or longing for
more. Be grateful for what you have, even the things that have toughened your skins. Where
gratitude flows, things have a way of growing and opening for you. Keep an open heart, a warm
Leonine presence, and say the word grateful at least once a day.

